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ABSTRACT

Investigation of the impacts of thermo and thermal diffusion on a conducting Casson nano 
liquid with an inclined magnetic field is computationally examined. The partial differential 
equations that governed the considered flow model are transformed to ordinary highly non-
linear derivative equations. The non-dimensional formulated equations are solved using the 
Spectral Collocation Method (SCM). The method is adopted for various values of dimension-
less momentum, heat transfer, and nanoparticle mass distribution. The computed solutions 
are compared with the existing results for a special limiting case for this study. Also, a graph-
ical illustration of parameters embedded in the flow model is offered for the flow physical 
dynamical quantities such as the skin coefficient local friction, local temperature gradient, 
and local species mass gradient. The outcomes revealed that the nano-Casson fluid viscosity 
is enhanced as the velocity decreases with the rising magnetic field term, whereas heat propa-
gation and mass nanoparticle field is augmented. The species fractional nanofluid is inspired 
by increasing chemical reactions. Hence, the results of this analysis will assist the chemical 
industries in monitoring their various activities to prevent reaction inflatable.
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INTRODUCTION

Materials that do not satisfy Newton’s law of viscosity and 
also in linear variance are proportional to the rate of shear 
strain and synonymous to non-Newtonian fluid. Typical 
cases of such liquids are condensed milk, tomato muds, 
and glue. The appropriateness of non-Newtonian fluids 
over Newtonian fluids is dependent on its valued industrial 
application like petroleum drilling, polymer engineering, 

food manufacturing, and specific separation processes. In 
addition to that, non-Newtonian fluids models remain on 
higher pedestals because of their diverse flow behavioural 
value which has been taken into consideration. Further 
studies reveal that fluid that emanates from non-Newto-
nian models are discovered to be more potent than any 
other non-Newtonian fluids model. This is done because 
of its accuracy at a higher and lower shear rate. Further, it 
is known to be of immense use by petroleum engineers in 
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the characterization of the cement industry. The fluid is 
assumed to have a thinning shear with boundless viscosity 
of zero shear rate and lower yield stress. Among such flu-
ids is Casson fluid which acts like a solid when yield stress 
is greater than shear stress, and it acts like a liquid when 
yield stress is lower than the shear stress. Notable cases of 
the fluid are soap, honey, tomato sauce, jelly and so on. 
To ensure its functionality, Casson fluid model captures 
different substances like human blood, plasma, aqueous 
globulin, fibrinogen, protein etc. and its form chain-like 
structure called rouleaux. The chain structure acts like 
a solid plastic that denotes the presence of yield stress in 
Cassons fluid. According to their submissions, [1] reported 
on the MHD radiative Casson liquid flows past a stretching 
power-law sheet with species reaction, the outcomes show 
that the fixed point velocity point increase with a rise in 
the non-linear stretching parameters. Meanwhile, the heat 
transfer and mass species profiles reduce with an enhancing 
non-linear stretching parameter. The effects of a mass reac-
tion transfer and radiative heat on the Casson MHD flow-
ing liquid over a stretching non-linear plate with suction 
have been reported that a rise in the value of the magnetic, 
Casson and suction parameters discourages velocity field 
and its boundary layer viscidness this in support of Bhim’s 
assertion. [2]. Analysed Casson stagnation MHD flowing 
fluid through a stretching non-linear plate with dissipating 
heat. From their findings, it was discovered that the coef-
ficient heat transfer and wall friction increases with rising 
Casson term values. Other prominent authors that work on 
the MHD Casson flow can be seen in [3-7].

The basic principle of MHD is straightforward; a uni-
directional current is established through an electrically 
conducting fluid such as seawater. Then, a high intensity 
magnetic field perpendicular to the current is imposed 
through the fluid. This combination of orthogonal mag-
netic field, electric field, and a relative motion of ions results 
in a Lorentz force with direction defined by the cross prod-
uct of current and magnetic field vectors [8]. The numerous 
applications of the magnetic field on the incompressible, 
conducting viscous fluid has increased its research inter-
est globally. The application includes glass manufacturing 
control process, magnetic material processing, and puri-
fication of crude oil pump application etc. [9] Presented 
nano-Casson MHD fluid and entropy generation in a 
permeable shrinking/stretching sheet. The investigation 
outcomes show that an increase in magnetic and porosity 
parameters decreases the flow rate profile of the examined 
flowing fluid. In addition to the existing knowledge. [10]. 
Studied the impact of energy and species diffusion on the 
convective MHD flow through an inclined porous medium. 
It was found that the velocity profile in the cooling case 
decreases which is in variance and proportional to the 
magnetic parameter effect. Meanwhile, [11]. Investigated 
nano-Casson MHD convective heat transport flow past an 
outstretching surface. An increasing magnetic term was 
seen to have diminished both the boundary viscidness layer 

and the magnitude of the nano-Casson fluid velocity. This 
agreed well with the observation and findings recorded in 
[12-16]. With the several works done, little or no study has 
been carried out on the inclined magnetic field. 

When the heat and mass transfer occurs simultaneously 
in a fluid flow, in many practical and engineering applica-
tions the relation between the fluxes and driving potential 
are more significant. In addition it has been established that 
an energy flux can be generated not by temperature gradient 
only but by the composition gradient as well. The Dufour 
(Diffusion-thermo effect) is the energy generated by a com-
position gradient, while Sooret (thermal-diffusion effect) is 
the energy generated through the temperature gradient. In 
general, the Diffusion-thermo effects are of smaller order of 
magnitude than the effects imposed by Fourier’s laws and are 
often neglected in heat and mass transfer process. Recently 
in a special case, the Dufour effect was noticed to be of order 
of considerable magnitude as it cannot be neglected. [17] 
Reported the significant of their study to investigate the effects 
of Dufour and Soret on unsteady flow of a Casson fluid in 
the stagnation point region of rotating sphere and the result 
proved that Soret and Dufour numbers have tendency to 
control the thermal and concentration boundary layers. [18]. 
Examined the effects of Soret and Dufour on MHD Casson 
fluid over a vertical plate in presence of chemical reaction 
and radiation. Their result show that concentration found to 
be decreasing with the increase of Soret number and increas-
ing chemical parameter. Comparison of shooting method 
with sixth-order of Runge-Kutta technique and Homotopty 
Adomian’s Decomposition method (HADM). [19]. To anal-
yse heat and mass transfer for Soret and Dufour’s effect on 
mixed convection boundary layer flow over a stretching ver-
tical surface in a porous medium filled with a viscoelastic 
fluid in the presence of magnetic field. 

This study aim at investigating the effects of an inclined 
magnetic field in a nanofluid by taken Casson fluid as the 
working fluid. [20]. Presented that the spectral collection 
method serves as the wheel to obtain a solution of the many 
quasi-linear systems of equations. The proposal has the 
characteristics of fast convergence and good accuracy as 
reported in some recent and relevant studies [21-25]. Hence, 
in this study, the spectral collocation technique is applied. 

MATHEMATICAL ANALYSIS

Considering a Casson nanofluid of steady two-dimen-
sional incompressible flowing liquid over a stretching non-
linear plate that is fixed at y = 0 and restrained to y > 0. The 
flowing additive liquid is subjected to an unfixed magnetic 
field B(x) that is inclined to a stretching plate and is electri-
cally conducting fluid. At this juncture, T∞ and C∞  remain 
the significant far stream nono-Casson temperature and 
chemical species nanoparticle with T∞ > Tw. The Brownian 
movement and thermophoresis of nanoparticles are given 
attention. The Casson isotropic rheological state model is 
expressed as reported in [16]:
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(1)

 

Here, μB denotes plastic non-Newtonian dynamical 
viscosity,  py defines the fluid yield stress, 𝜋 represents the 
self-deformation rate components product, that is 𝜋 =  eij eij 
in which eij is the deformation components rate (i, j)th with 
𝜋𝑐 serves as the 𝜋 based critical value for the non-New-
tonian formulation. The governing equations for the flow 
conservation of mass, velocity module, energy component, 
and dimensional mass are respectively satisfied as:

  (2)

  
(3)

  
(4)

  (5)

At this point, u and v are the modules velocity in x and 
y coordinates correspondingly. Going by this postulation, 
cp indicates specific, 𝜐 stands for the liquid kinematic vis-
cosity, 𝜌 represents working fluid density,  is the 
non-Newtonian or Casson term measure, σ depicts fluid 
electrical conductivity, T is the temperature, k signifies ther-
mal conductivity, Tw connotes the constant plate tempera-
ture,  means base fluid heat diffusivity,  defines 

the proportional ratio of heat capacity nanoparticle to heat 
capacity of the working liquid, DB describes Brownian coef-
ficient diffusion while, DT expresses thermophoretic coeffi-
cient diffusion, K(x) denotes variable reaction rate and B0 
represents magnetic field inclined strength. Magnetic field 
induction is taken to be insignificant. An applied magnetic 
field defined as  is assumed with constant B0.

The boundary conditions proportional to a non-linear 
stretching sheet is presented as:

  (6)

  (7)

where Tw = To + Toxm is the temperature at the sheet, Cw 
= Co + Co xt is the concentration at the sheet, b represents 
stretching plate velocity with b>0 denoting plate elongation 
and b<0 depicts plate shrinking. The power index velocity 
for the stretching plate velocity is n, V(x) is the velocity of 
the suction, t is concentration power index parameter, m is 
the power index for temperature while, Vo, Co and To are 
constants and heat flux radiation is qr

Adopting the approximated Rosseland definition for 
the radiation Brewster (1972)  is obtained, where 
σ* stands for the Stefan-Boltzmann constant and k' denotes 
mean coefficient absorption. Taken that the flow tempera-
ture varies such thatT4 may be in Taylor’s series expansion. 
Expanding T4 about T∞ and neglect larger-order terms to 
arrive at .

Introducing the following transformations:

  

(8)

By substituting (8) in (3), (4) and (5), we obtained the 
reduced governing equations as:

  
(9)

  

(10)

  
(11)

With parameters:

Figure 1. Schematic flow physical coordinate.
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(12)

Df is the Dufour number, Sr denotes the soret term, M is 
the magnetic term, Pr represents Prandtl number, D implies 
the coefficient of species diffusion, K(x) varying rate of 
reaction, Υ is a reaction species, Sc is Schmidt number and 
L is reference length.

The boundary conditions are expressed as:

 

   (13) 

where the prime denotes the derivative with respect to 
η, and  is the suction term.

The engineering bodily measures of attention are the 
coefficient of skin friction (wall shear stress rate), the 
Nusselt number (heat transfer gradient), and the Sherwood 
number (mass transfer gradient).

The skin local friction Cfx, Nusselt local Nux and 
Sherwood local Shx numbers are described as

 

where  is the Reynolds local number.

Computational Solution Technique
The Chebyshev spectra-collocation method is 

employed to determine a computational solution for the 
present system of quasilinear differential Eqs. (9)–(11) with 
the boundary condition (13). Due to its numerous advan-
tages over others methods like Kudryashov method by 
Ali et al. [26], Variational Iteration algorithm-I by Ahmad 
[27] and Riccati transformation by Bazighifan and Ahmad 
[28], such as high accuracy, efficiency and ability to solve 
both nonlinear and linear ODEs/ PDEs systems of equa-
tions. Ehrenstein and Peyret [29] described the Chebyshev 
nth-order polynomial defined by  as 

  (15)

The recursive formula is written as Tn+1 = 2xTn(x)-Tn-1(x); 
n ≥ 1. The range of the flow [0, ∞) is approximately taken as [0, 
L] in other to introduce CSCM. The far domain of the bound-
ary is L and the value of L defines the far stream convergence 

of the solution. Therefore, the range [0, L] is converted to the 
range [-1, 1] using the following algebraic definition

  (16)

Let assume that f(η), θ(η) and ϕ(η) is the unknown basis 
function Tk(ξ). to be approximated.

   

(17)

where ak, bk, and ck are unknown coefficients to be 
obtained? Therefore, to have the residual equations, Eqn. 
(20) used on the governing equations (11)- (13), where 
the coefficient an, bn, and cn are taken to reduce the resid-
ual error as low as possible between the considered range. 
Chebyshev collocation is used which is expressed according 
to Ehrenstein and Peyret [29].

  (18) 

This generates a 3N + 3  system of algebraic equa-
tions along with the 3N + 3 coefficients ak, bk, and ck to 
be determined. An iterative Newton’s technique follow by 
Finlayson [30] is employed on the resulting residues N = 
30. Hence, the boundary value algorithm is established in 
Mathematica software to obtain the computational results 
for the problem.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A detailed analysis is numerically carried out by using 
the spectral collocation method to gain a perspective 
behaviour of physical thermodynamic implication for dif-
ferent fluid terms. The fluid parameters include magnetic 
(M), Casson (β), radiation (R), the thermal index (m), con-
centration (t), Schmidt parameters measures. In addition, 
Schmidt (Sc), Prandtl (Pr), Dufour (Df ) and Soret num-
ber (Sr). To cap it up, a discussion of the shear stress at the 
wall, gradient of heat transfer and gradient of mass transfer 
are comprehensively done. The data for the discussion is 
offered in tables 1-4 and graphically presented in Figures 
1-21 for proper illustrations of the results.

In Figure 2, the researcher noticed a reduction in veloc-
ity profile fluid which is in contrast to the magnetic field 
that often increases. The notice is connected to the point 
that the application of an inclined magnetic field has a pos-
sibility of creating a drag known as the Lorenz force that 
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usually serves as a resistance to the flow of fluid in the 
boundary layer. In Figures 3 and 4, a show of increase in the 
heat diffusion and nanoparticle mass transfer field which 
is of equal value to the increase noticed in the magnetic 
parameters is presented and it results in the thickness of 
the corresponding boundary film. Figure 5 illustrates the 
influence of the Casson term on the flow momentum distri-
bution. As clearly observed, an upsurge in the Casson term 

resulted in a decline in both the flow rate profile and the 
corresponding boundary film viscosity. However, Figures 6 
and 7 present the temperature, nanoparticle mass species 
diffusion profile and the equivalent flow limiting layer vis-
cidness increases together with a rise in the Casson term. 
Figures 8 and 9 exhibits the effects of stretching of index 
term on the velocity field and nanoparticle chemical species 
profile, therefore a boost in the stretching index parameter 

Table 1. Assessment of – f ''(0)  for various computed results of n when t=0, n=1, Sc=0.22, Pr=inf, b=10.8, S=0.0, k=0, 
m=0, M=0, Df=Sr=Ec=0

M=0, n1=1, b=10.8, Pr=inf, t=0, m=0, Sc=0.22, S=0.0, c=0

–  f ''(0)

N Ullah et. al. [5] Bhim [31] Present
0.0
0.2
0.5
1
3
10
100

0.6276
0.7668
0.8896
1.0
1.1486
1.2349
1.2768

0.627554 0.6269847
0.766835 0.7655849
0.889537 0.8755736
1.000001 1.0000214
1.148604 1.1479463
1.234882 1.2336775
1.276784 1.2758468 

Table 2. Assessment of Nassult local number – θ'(0) for various computed results of n when Sc=0.22, m=0, t=0, R=inf, 
Pr=1 and 5, b=10.8, n=0.2, M=0, S=0.0; k=0;Df=Sr=Ec=0;

t=0, k =0, S=0.0, n=0.2, Sc=0.22, m=0, R=inf, M=0; b=10.8 m=0, t=0, R=inf, b=10.8, n1=0.2, M=0, Sc=0.22, S=0.0, k=0

– θ'(0), Pr=1, – θ'(0), Pr=5,

n Bhim [31] Present Bhim [31] Present
0.2
0.5
1.5
3.0

0.610203
0.595204
0.574736
0.564671

0.610316402311
0.586301145202
0.573864711390
0.564596813304

1.607799
1.586794
1.557705
1.543190

1.607897754510
1.586698457731
1.557668595746
1.542799465549

Table 3. Results assessment for reducing Nassult number – θ'(0) for various computed values of Pr when S=0.0, Pr=0.7, 
Sc=0.22, b=10.8, n=1, M=0, m=0, R=inf, t=0, k=0, Df=Sr=Ec=0

Pr=0.7, R=inf, t=0, m=0, Sc=0.22, S=0.0, M=0, n=1, b=10.8, k=0, Df=Sr=Ec=0

– θ'(0), Pr=1,

Pr Bhim [31] Present
0.7
2
7
20
70

0.454049789
0.977361122
1.895415848
3.353940663
6.462331549

0.453577403117
0.976944864739
1.889960463381
3.352753126902
6.459063552380
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Table 4. Impact of different bodily terms on the Skin-friction, Nusselt and Sherwood numbers

M n Nt m R Sc t Df Sr Ec f '' (0) – θ'(0), Ø'(0),
0 -0.772363 1.84338 0.191959
1.0 -1.000000 1.18798 0.215725
2.0 -1.18228 0.638293 0.226261

0.5 -1.01005 1.20859 0.267953
1.0 -1.00000 1.18798 0.215725
2.0 -0.989537 1.17392 0.154099

0.1 -1.21825 1.23542 0.21033
0.6 -1.21825 1.02132 -0.05269
1.1 -1.21825 0.85766 -0.25563

0.5 -1.21825 2.09596 0.153663
1.0 -1.21825 2.36512 0.141997
2.0 -1.21825 2.84248 0.119606

0.5 -1.21825 0.53887 0.255228
1.0 -1.21825 0.738875 0.242282
1.5 -1.21825 0.848211 0.235175

0.2 -1.21825 2.36222 0.149873
0.4 -1.21825 2.37146 0.110594
0.6 -1.21825 2.3888 0.0416495

0.5 -1.21825 2.37357 0.111693
1.0 -1.21825 2.36512 0.141997
2.0 -1.21825 2.34878 0.200811

0 -1.21825 1.24708 0.209047
0.5 -1.21825 1.18657 0.215411
1.0 -1.21825 1.12052 0.221663

0.4 -1.21825 1.23898 0.179486
0.8 -1.21825 1.24372 0.138042
1.2 -1.21825 1.24853 0.0962119

0 -1.21825 1.33454 0.205991
0.5 -1.21825 0.836984 0.225279
1.0 -1.21825 0.334356 0.238524

0 2 4 6 8 10
0.0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1.0

f

M 0 M 1 M 2

Figure 2. magnetic field (M) effect on the velocity field.
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M 0 M 1 M 2

Figure 3. Effects of the magnetic field (M) on the tempera-
ture field.
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n 0.5 n 1 n 2

Figure 9. Impacts of stretching index term (n) on the 
nanoparticle concentration profile.
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1.0

f

n 0.5 1 n 2

Figure 8. Effects of stretching index term (n) on the veloc-
ity distribution.
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Figure 7. Impacts of Casson term (β) on the nanoparticle 
species profile.
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Figure 6. Influences of Casson term (β) on the heat distri-
bution.
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Figure 4. Impacts of the magnetic field (M) on the nanopar-
ticle concentration field.
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Figure 5. Effects of Casson term (β) on the velocity distri-
bution.
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0.8
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R 0.5 R 1 R 1.5

Figure 15. Influences of radiation term (R) on the heat 
transfer.
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Pr 0.7 Pr 1 Pr 2

Figure 14. Impacts of Prandtl number (Pr) on the nanopar-
ticle concentration profile.
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m 0.5 m 1 m 2

Figure 13. Impacts of heat index term (m) on the tempera-
ture distribution.
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S 0.25 S 0.5 S 0.75

Figure 12. Effects of the suction term (S) on the nanoparti-
cle concentration profile.
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Figure 11. Effects of the suction term (S) on the tempera-
ture field.
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Figure 10. Influences of the suction term (S) on the velocity 
field.
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0 2 4 6 8 10
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Sc 0.2 Sc 0.4 Sc 0.6

Figure 16. Effects of Smidth parameter (Sc) on the nanopar-
ticle concentration profile.
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Df 0 Df 0.5 Df 1

Figure 19. Effects of Dufour number (Df) on the tempera-
ture profile.

0 2 4 6 8 10
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t 0.5 t 1 t 2

Figure 18. Effects of concentration index parameter (t) on 
the nanoparticle concentration profile.

0 2 4 6 8 10
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0.2

0.4
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k 0.5 k 1 k 2

Figure 17. Influences of the chemical reaction (k) on the 
nanoparticle mass transfer field.

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14
0.0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1.0

Sr 0.4 Sr 0.8 Sr 1.2

Figure 20. Effects of Soret number (Sr) on the nanoparticle 
mass species field.

0 2 4 6 8 10
0.0

0.2

0.4
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Nt 0.1 Nt 0.6 Nt 1.1

Figure 21. Effects of thermophoresis term (Nt) on the heat 
distribution.
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causes an increase in velocity, heat transfer, nanoparticle 
profiles and corresponding boundary layer thickness.

 Velocity and concentration nanoparticle distributions 
decrease respectively in figures 10-12 with increasing in the 
suction term that leads to diminishing resultant boundary 
layer viscosity. The illustration of the thermal index param-
eter (m) is presented in Figure 13 on heat transfer profile 
and it is seen that temperature reduces as the thermal index 
term rises with a diminish in the equivalent boundary ther-
mal layer viscidness. In Figures 14 and 15, the behavioural 
show of the thermal radiation and Prandtl number on 
the thermal diffusion profiles is plotted and presented. 
Enhanced thermal radiation values and Prandtl number 
cause a reduction in the temperature fields and thereaf-
ter causes a corresponding decrease in the thermal layer 
thickness. Furthermore, the decrease in nanoparticle mass 
transfer profiles and corresponding mass boundary film 
thickness is observed in Figures 16-18 for different values 
of Smidth Sc, chemical reaction K, and concentration index 
parameters t. An increase in the Dufour number (Df) serves 
because of the increase in fluid temperature, (see figure 19). 
The Soret number (Sr) impact on the nanoparticle species 
transfer profile is displayed in figure 20. This displays that 
the nanoparticle concentration field rises by an increas-
ing value of Soret number and thus causes an increasing 
thickness of thermal boundary film. In figures 21 and 22, 
a display of solution of heat distributions across the layer 
boundary thickness for diverse values of dimensionless 
thermophoresis term (Nt) and Eckert number (Ec) is made. 
Similarly, we notice that an increase in this thermophoresis 
and Eckert number leads to a rise in the thermal fluid heat 
transfer.

CONCLUSIONS

The paper investigates the effect of thermal and thermo-
diffusion on a Casson nano liquid with an inclined magnetic 

field. The partial derivative model equations which control 
the flow problems are transmuted by similarity transfor-
mation to an ordinary system of derivative equations. The 
numerical solution derived from these studies is arrived at 
by using the spectral collocation method for the complete 
solution of the flow rate, heat transfer and concentration 
nanoparticle distributions. These submissions are graphi-
cally presented to enable easy access for different values of 
fluid embedded terms that are subsumed in the flow model. 
The under-listed outcomes, among others, reveal that:

*introduction of an inclined magnetic field decreases 
the flow velocity distribution of the fluid flow because it 
creates a drag force known as the Lorenz force that is capa-
ble of resisting the flow dynamics.

* The concentration boundary film viscosity increases 
as the Soret number (Sr) is increased.

*The heat boundary film viscidness increases as the 
Dufour number (Df) is enhanced.

* The temperature boundary film tends to decline with 
an augmentation in the Prandtl number due to strong 
ambient heat diffusion.

Hence, the study is useful to the chemical and thermal 
sciences for the accurate prediction of their activities as well 
as improving industrial productivity. Therefore, an exten-
sion of this study is encouraged to fluid flow in a concentric 
cylinder under isothermal conditions.
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